Spit

spit definition: 1. to force out the contents of the mouth, especially saliva: 2. to say or shout words quickly and angrily:
3. If something hot, such as a fire, spits.Spit may refer to: Look up spit in Wiktionary, the free dictionary. Spit
(archaeology ), a term for a unit of archaeological excavation; Spit (cooking aide), a rotating.Spit definition, to eject
saliva from the mouth; expectorate. See more.Spit definition is - a slender pointed rod for holding meat over a fire. How
to use spit in a sentence.Definition of spit - eject saliva forcibly from one's mouth, sometimes as a gesture of contempt or
anger, light rain falls.Get a Spit mug for your sister-in-law Julia. 2. spitsmusic "he spits rhymes" or " he be spittin
rhymes like ace!" Get a spits mug for your mama Nathalie. 3.And he took the blind man by the hand, and led him out of
the town; and when he had spit on his eyes, and put his hands upon him, he asked him if he saw.It takes two players, two
decks, and a lot of speed to play a game of Spit.Rules and variations of the card game Spit or Speed, a rapid play
competitive patience game without turns.Define spit. spit synonyms, spit pronunciation, spit translation, English
dictionary definition of spit. n. 1. Saliva, especially when expectorated; spittle. 2. The act of.12 Jul - 3 min - Uploaded
by GatherTogetherGames This video tutorial will teach you how to play the card game Spit. For more information visit
http.Spit definition: Spit is the watery liquid produced in your mouth. You usually use spit to refer to an Meaning,
pronunciation, translations and examples.spit meaning, definition, what is spit: to force a small amount of saliva (=the :
Learn more.Every time a mosquito bites you, she injects spit into your bloodstream. It helps her slurp up a meal by
stopping your blood from clotting.SPIT. likes. spit is simon, shannon, chloe and jonnine.
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